Supplies:

Scallop Envelope Box w/Mini Notecards

1/2 sheet Designer Series Paper (6” x 12”)
4 die cut scallop edge envelopes
10 3” x 6” pieces of cardstock for Mini Notecards
10 SU! Mini Envelopes (3-1/8” square)
1-2 sheets of coordinating cardstock for box bottom and
layering on notecards
12” Paper Cutter w/ both cutting and scoring blades
Sticky Strip, Snail Adhesive, Dimensionals
Assorted Stamps, Stamp Pads and Punches
Mini Brads, Ribbons, and other embellishments

Directions:
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Step 1: Cut the 6” x 12” piece of Designer Series Paper as shown in the diagram below and set the pieces aside. Step
2: Trim the side tabs on two of the scallop edge envelopes. Place Sticky Strip on each of the two side flaps on the
other 2 scallop edge envelopes as shown. Step 3: Glue the 1-3/4” x 3” pieces of DSP to middle section of each scallop
edge envelope. Step 4: Put all 4 envelopes together side-by-side alternating between one with flaps and one without
flaps to form the box sides. Step 5: Fold the scallop edge flaps down and adhere with Sticky Stip. Step 6: Close up
the bottom of the box by overlapping flaps as shown. Step 7: Cut a 3-3/8” x 3-3/8” piece of cardstock and glue or tape
into the bottom of the box to stabilize the square shape. Step 8: Embellish outside of the box using ribbon and stamps
as desired. Step 9: Fold the 3” x 6” pieces of cardstock in half and embellish these mini notecards using the other
cut pieces of DSP, additional cardstock for layering, ribbon, stamps and punches (see sample photos for ideas). Place the
completed cards and envelopes in the box and you’re done!
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